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typing on an ipad can be a chore, but with a second-gen ipad air 2, the new apple pencil and some good typing apps
you can turn your tablet into a full-fledged notebook replacement. unlike apple's $249 macbook air 13-inch, this ipad
air 2 is a more powerful option. it has a retina display with 5 million pixels, a faster processor, and a faster graphics
processor. new features in the latest android versions include automatic app update notifications, expanded camera

controls and more. the android mobile operating system, however, remains in its infancy and is not yet feature-rich in
comparison to ios. that's a problem for developers, who are working to build apps and services for android. on our

sata-3.0 preview, only the sandisk extreme pro came with the most storage of any of the drives. it's really hard to find
drives that are simply not the highest capacity ones. the two drives we have received today, the western digital blue

wd40efrx and the samsung t5, are the highest capacity drives we have ever tested. this is the primary reason why it's
easy to see the terabytes of storage these drives have to offer. both these drives come in capacities of 500gb and 1tb.
with the price of hard drives now down to $20-$25 / gb, even the 500gb in the wd blue can be had for only $40. the 1tb

wd blue and t5 start at $70.the western digital blue is not exactly the prettiest drive. though it's not black, it has a
copper colored finish. overall i like the design though, and it has a very light weight and easy to use design. it comes

with a usb 3.0 charging cable and ac adapter. the samsung t5 is not only the prettiest drive, it's also the most
expensive. it's cost of about $100 should be the price to pay for the performance. the 2.5 inch sata iii drive is a thinner
and sleeker drive, which does require some technical expertise to install. after you have read through this review, you
will not need to know any of this. both drives are easy to install. once you are done with the installation, you will have

unlimited storage space for your photos, video, music and other files.
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one huge plus in the western digital blue, is its compatibility with both windows 7 and windows 8.1, just add a disk to it
and in seconds you can boot into windows 8.1. linux users might find the drive a bit less helpful. to get a full boot
sequence from grub or lilo, you will have to install a raid driver first. this raid driver is not always present in linux

distros. this is a little bit of a headache, as you would have to test and fine tune the raid-0 for linux to work properly,
and we don't always have it available when we test these drives. in fact, we didn't have it in our ubuntu 16.04 testing,

so we couldn't test if it will work with such a system. but we don't know much about linux, so i cannot tell you with
100% certainty. the samsung t5 will look familiar to you if you own a samsung chroma led tv. this blue-backlit, 1tb
drive will fit in a 5mm case which is smaller than even the 512gb model it is replacing. we tested both drives in a

number of computers which will be introduced later on in the review. we found the samsung t5 to offer better
performance than the western digital blue in all scenarios we tested. it's also faster in the boot-up/shut-down

sequences of a computer. because the samsung t5 is a 2.5 inch drive, it's easy to install. just remove your 2.5 inch
drive, plug in the samsung t5 and install it. the samsung t5 is thicker than the western digital blue and also has a bit
more weight to it. the western digital blue is the fastest of the 2 drives we've tested this far, when it comes to write

speeds. it's only a couple of percentage points off the pace of the samsung t5. 5ec8ef588b
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